Strive’s simple flex-back design encourages movement, relaxation, and enhanced circulation.

**Intrinsic elements of Strive comfort:**
- Slats in the poly back permit flexing
- Hidden steel rods provide durable support
- Radiused back conforms to your back for exceptional support
- Contoured seat dissipates pressure points
Strive redefines value by combining readily available, recyclable materials and a small number of components into a versatile, ingenious design. It offers good looks, comfort, affordability, and durability.

Enhance Strive’s versatility, design appeal, and functional performance with Pallas upholstery. Smart and sophisticated, Pallas textiles balance high-performance characteristics and environmental stewardship while harmonizing with any interior environment.
Strive’s clean, elegant form embodies simplicity. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Strive presents a consistent visual design in a comprehensive seating collection.

Collection includes: high-density, 4-leg and sled base stack chairs, tablet arm chairs with a variety of base styles, as well as café stools, nesting chairs, task chairs, and task stools. Strive is available as all poly, upholstered seat only, or upholstered seat and upholstered back (select models).

Strive delivers an unrivaled color selection including three translucent poly colors that present distinctly different high-design options.

**Poly Colors**

- Translucent Diamond
- Translucent Pewter
- Translucent Bronze
- Cottonwood
- Wet Sand
- Sand
- Light Tone
- Cool Grey
- Warm Grey
- Blue Grey
- Flannel
- Black
- Chocolate
- Misty Brown
“Throughout my design career, I’ve sought to bring the highest comfort level to the greatest number of people by reducing cost.”

– Giancarlo Piretti, Strive Designer
**Strive Seating Collection**

**Stack**

**Four-Leg Chairs**
- With Arms: W 25" D 21-3/4" H 33"
- With Tablet Arm: W 24" D 27-3/4" H 33"
- With Oversize Tablet Arm: W 25" D 21-3/4" H 33"
  
  Seat: W 18" D 18" H 17-1/2" - add 1" with upholstery
  
  Table: 9-1/2" x 20-3/4" x 12-1/2"
  
  Oversize Table: 15-1/2" x 22-1/2" x 14"
  
  COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd

**Caster Base Chairs**
- Armless: W 21-1/4" D 22-1/2" H 33-1/4"
- With Arms: W 25" D 22-1/2" H 33-1/4"
  
  Seat: W 18" D 18" H 17-3/4" - add 1" with upholstery
  
  COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd

**Sled Base Chairs**
- With Arms: W 25" D 21-3/4" H 33-1/4"
- With Tablet Arm: W 24" D 27-3/4" H 33"
  
  Seat: W 18" D 18" H 17-3/4" - add 1" with upholstery
  
  Table: 9-1/2" x 20-3/4" x 12-1/2"
  
  COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd

**Café Stools**
- Armless: W 20-3/4" D 23-1/2" or 25" H 39-1/4" or 45-1/4"
- With Arms: W 25" D 23-1/2" or 25" H 39-1/4" or 45-1/4"
  
  Seat: W 18" D 18" H 23-1/2" or 29-1/2" - add 1" with upholstery
  
  COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd

**Task**

**Task Chairs**
  
  Seat: W 18" D 18" H 17-1/4" – 22-1/4"
  
  (upholstered add 1")
  
  Arms to Floor: 26" - 31"
  
  COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd

**High Density (HD)**

**W 19-1/2" D 22-1/4" H 32-1/2"**

**Seat: W 17-3/4" D 18-1/2" H 17-1/2"**

**Table: W 12" D 20-1/2"**

**Tablet clearance: 14-1/2"**

**Nesting**

**Armless: W 23" D 22-3/4" H 33-3/4"**

**With Arms: W 23" D 22-3/4" H 33-3/4"**

**With Tablet Arm: W 24" D 27-3/4" H 33"**

**Seat: W 17" D 18" H 16-1/2" - add 1" with upholstery**

**Table: 9-1/2" x 20-3/4" x 12-1/2"**

**COM ydg seat: 3/4 yd**

**KI fixed seating, tandem seating and Learn2 classroom seating are also available with Strive seat shells.**

Learn more about Strive Collection

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Strive Designer.
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